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Worldwide Tax Overview
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  General guide + country-specific guide: clear outlining of the legal framework for outbound 
investment and one-stop access to knowledge of the legal systems of key countries and regions.

  Global wisdom: professional interpretations provided by lawyers from around the world to help
you navigate outbound investment process.

  Wealth of experiences: leading opinions, governmental perspectives, investment practices, case
studies, etc.

  Staying current: Brexit’s legal impact, special "Belt and Road" feature, etc.

Lexis® Practical Guidance—Outbound Investment

Lexis® Practical Guidance—Outbound Investment is specially created to help businesses on their path 
of going global. With the world's top legal minds behind it and based on the actual situations in China, 
it provides full and detailed solutions to specific legal issues in outbound investment.
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Highlights & Features

  A Powerful Content Source

  Clear Outlining of Investment Process

  A Country-/Region-Specific Guide with Wide Coverage
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Lexis PSL: providing up-to-date practical guidance from top UK lawyers and relevant practice guides.

Lexis Advance: the go-to global legal research library for legal practitioners that pools high-quality 
legal information resources from around the world and applies advanced technologies to make the 
most valuable legal information easily available to you in the shortest time possible.

Getting the deal through: a unique, exclusively-authorized legal content contributed by 4,300 top
lawyers from around the world on 80 legal areas in 150 jurisdictions, including up to 60,000 expert
Q&As, which is updated annually to stay on top of the latest trends and current issues in international
law, such as e-commerce, technology M&A, data protection and privacy regime, cloud computing, etc.

Professional Lawyers
at Home and Abroad

Lexis International
Resources

Professional research institutions
specialized in outbound investment

Easy access by just one click to introductions to the legal systems of more than 28 countries and regions written 
or reviewed by a global pool of experts and lawyers.

A powerful information platform integrating diverse professional resources at home and abroad to cover the 
latest research and information from law firms, research institutions, government agencies, news media, etc. 

Present the investment regimes of various destination countries and regions, as well as bring Chinese 
companies’ attention to the domestic approval process, the approval authority of various agencies, dispute 
resolution and other general topics to note via the "General Guide", in order to offer all-around protection for 
your business interests.

Overseas



Featuring of Characteristic Practices

Handy tool for quick inquiry—Worldwide Tax
Overview

Country

Kenya Tanzania  Korea Sweden

Luxembourg Mongolia Japan Belgium

Italy Pakistan India USA

Chile United Arab Emirates Canada  South Africa

Brazil Hungary Venezuela Indonesia

Russia Burma Colombia Malaysia

Macau Egypt Argentina Singapore

Philippines Ghana Thailand China Taiwan

BVI Germany Holland China Hong Kong

Mexico France New Zealand Australia

Basic legal system Special legal system Recent hot topic

Legal regulations

Foreign exchange

Tax

Corporate

Labor & employment

Intellectual property

Environmental
protection

Competition/Antitrust

⋯⋯

U.S. foreign investment review

Guide to M&A in the U.S

Taiwan's industry access requirements for
foreign capital (including companies from
the Chinese mainland)

Guide to the policies and sectors for foreign
investment in Japan

Acquisition of Japanese companies

Argentina's investment promotion policy

Argentina's import and export trade

Argentina's sports law

Nigeria's petroleum investment law

⋯⋯

Brexit’s legal impact

Along the " Belt and Road"

Antitrust filings in outbound investment

Dispute resolution in outbound
investment

Outbound investment in agriculture

International investment protection
agreements and dispute cases 

⋯⋯

In addition to introductions to the basic legal systems of different countries and regions that are of general 
concern to Chinese companies, feature some characteristic legal systems and practices of certain countries or 
regions, as well as cover recent hot issues that may be of special concern to your business.

A collection of Chinese-English bilingual overviews of the tax systems of 40 countries written from practical 
experience by professional lawyers to help businesses easily grasp local rules while "going global."



About LexisNexis 
Founded in 1818, LexisNexis is part of RELX Group PLC and serves customers in more than 
135 countries and regions with more than 10,000 employees worldwide. Being a leading 
global provider of legal content and technology solutions, LexisNexis helps professionals in 
the legal, corporate, tax, government, academic and non-profit markets make informed 
decisions and achieve better work results. Relying on its leading advantages in the global 
legal information services market and working with China’s most hands-on expert teams, 
LexisNexis has innovatively developed a series of localized information products, including 
Lexis China and the Lexis® Practical Guidance series products (www.lexiscn.com), which are 
no longer just legal search tools, but rather 360-degree practical workflow solutions to 
facilitate real problem solving, legal drafting and efficient legal search for legal 
professionals.  
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